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ABSTRACT

This thes is presents a met.hod of solving three-dimens ion-
aI vector fierd probrems using a point-iterative. finite er-
ement algorithm.

An energy functionar for the curr-curl equation is formed

and subsequently minimized in terms of variational parame-

ters of vector potential. The functional is valid under

Dirichret, Neumannr.and mixed boundary conditions. rn addi-
Lion, internar sheet currents may be present and the Lorentz

condition is shown to be satisfied automatically.
A sparse set of linear equations is generated by applying

finite erement discretization to the region of interest.
The resulting system is solved point-iterativery using suc-

cessive overreraxation" Thus, for many problems, storage

requirements and execution time are ress than required for
commonly-applied direct methods"

Both quasi-linear and quadratic vector efements are im-

plemented with inhomogeneous, orthotropic media. A unified
approach to automated mesh refinement is discussed and a

number of examples, drawn primarily from magnetostatics, are

presented.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, considerabte effort has been given to
the calculation of magnetic fields in both two and three di-
mensions. For many practical problems, the analytic solu-

tion of the relevent integral or differential equations is
exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, due to the compli-

cated geometries often involved. For this reason, the ap-

plication of numerical techniques is becoming more important

as the complexity of magnetic devices increases.

From l,laxwellrs relations, a dif ferential equation may be

derived which relates a fie1d, termed magnetic vector poten-

tial, to a current distribution by way of the curl-curl op-

erator. Vühen reduced to a two-dimensional_ problem, where

there is no variation of field along One coordinate, only

one component of the vector potential remains" Thus the

complicated curl-cur1 equation may be replaced bi the much

simpJ-er, two-dimensional Poisson equation" Originally,
magnetostatic problems were solved in this manner.

In three dimensions, such a simplfication cannot generaÌ-

Iy be made" Unless one is concerned only with homogeneous,

current-free regions where a boundary integral approach

is often preferred [19,30] the curl-cur1 equation requires

I



a three-dimensional,

solut ion.

three-component

2

vector pot.ent iaI f or

The solution of Poisson¡s equation by finite difference

ll-2l and f inite el-ement [32 r 33] methods is we1l known. A1-

though linearity is usualry assumed when deriving the asso-

ciated matrix equations, nonlinear media may be handled with
the aid of standard techniques such as Newton-Raphson itera-
tion l2B,29l or successive overreraxation. papers [9r31r35]

are useful references to previous work in vector and three-
dimensional numerical analysis.

This thesis presents a novel- method for sotving the above

problem within inhomogeneous, anisotropic media which, in
addition, may contain arbitrary current distributions.
Based on a variational approachr âD energy functional is de-

rived and f rom it, a large sparse system of rinear eqrìations

is formed. The solution to that system represents an ap-

proximation, incorporating a Lagrangian interpolation
scheme, to the actual vector potential.

The finite element method used to solve the above system

is similar to that used in many finite difference programs.

Rather than actualry accumurating the system matrix, the

relevant equations are generated and solved point by

point using successive overrelaxation. cubical erements,

with quasi-linear or quadratic shape functions, have been

implemented within continuously varying inhomogeneousr or-
thotropic media, Although the derived functional- is quite
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general, only vol-ume current sources and Dirichlet bounda-

ries are handred in the test programs" Additionalry, proofs

are presented on the natural- Neumann boundary condition and

on the varidity of the solution near element interfaces. As

the curr-curr equation arso describes el-ectromagnetic phe-

nomena other than magnetostatics (e.g" microwave radiation),
a simple approach to the solution of the equivarent eigen-
problem is discussed.

The extension of the point-iterative method to include

isoparametric elements [7r10] should not be particularily
difficurt. However, the execution time of such probláms

wourd rikely be prohibitive as each term of the system ma-

trix requires a ne\,i numerical integration at each step in
the sorution routine, At present, all such integrations are

preprocessed resulting in substantiar savings of computer

time. warped elements could be handled as exceptions if one

assumes they occur rarery. since the large system mat.rix is
not actually stored, the argorithm uses rel-ativery littre
memory as compared to programs solving the l_inear equations
by direct methods. Nonrinear media can be processed using

techniques similar to those found in the older, two-dimen-

sional algorithms"

Many of the concepts reguired in this thesis \,ùere drawn

from two excerlent pubrications. Mikhlinrs book, "varia-
tional Methods in Mathematical physics,, [5] , describes in
detail the principle of variationar analysis as applied to
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energy rerated functionals. A set of lecture notes prepared

by Dr. A. Wexler, "Finite Elements for Technologists,, Í2Ll,
outlines many of the proofs in the first two sections of
chapter 3. The original concept of the point-iterative fi-
nite erement algorithm as applied to scalar problems

was deveroped by Dr" lfexrer with the assistance of Dr. Iq.

Friedman, Mr. B. Fry, and the author. parts of this thesis
have been published or presented at conferences. They are

1 isted in references 140 ,4L ,427 .

summary, this thesis attempt.s to unify t.he variationar
treatment of scalar and vector differentiar equations

through a parallel development of ¡4ikhrin's work. once the

functional for the curl-cur1 operator is formulated, the
point-iterative algorithm is appried as a means of sol-ving

the finear system resulting from finite el-ement discretiza-
tion. As shown by the examples, the techniques discussed

here combine the best of finite difference/element methods

for a wide class of practical fietd problems.



Chapt.er II

VECTOR FIELDS

Throughout the study of physics, both past and present,
the l-aws of nature are often described by the phenomena of
fields" To quote an adage of Maxwel_I t3Bl pertaining to Fa-

radayr s early observations :

Faraday, in his mindrs eyê, saw Iines of forcetraversing all space where the mathematicians sawcentres of force attracting at a distance: Faraday
saw a medium where they sa\^r nothing but distance:
Faraday sought the seat of the phenomena in real
act ions going on in the mediürì¡ t.hey were satis-fied that they had found it in a power of action
at a distance impressed on the erectric fierds.

Generalry, f ieJ-ds are divided into two categories: those
described by scalars ( such as erectric potential ) ; and those

described by vectors (such as magnetic frux density).
The mathematics associated with most field problems tends

to be somewhat formidabre and is best described with the aid

of integral or partial differential- equations. rt is the
l-atter case with which the f oJ-lowing sections sharl dear.
Although the ideas to be deveroped can be extended to cover

many equations, the curL-curr operator will be examined in
detail-.

5-



2.r THE CURL_CURL EQUATIONS

For time-harmonic fierds, Maxwerl-'s curl equations may be

written as

-+
VxE = (2 "7)

and

-+

- jr¡B

-+
VxH

-+where E and
-+ties; D and

the current

Assumi ng

-+ -+
joD+J (2.2)

H are the electric and magnetic field intensi-
-+ ->B are the corresponding flux densities; and J is
density within the region of consideration.

Iinear media, 1et

.>
lf-

-+
"H

-+.E

u

=-)Vxk"J

(2 "3)

(2 .4)

as the permea-

Their invers-

{2.5)

and

The quantities U and E are known respectively
bility and permittivity tensors of the media,

es, v and k, are also assumed to exist.

-+D=

=Vxk"

By substituting the appropriate relationships in (2.1)

and (2"21, taking the curl of both sides, and using (2.3)

toge ther wi th (2 " 4')

v*i- (VxÈ)-rt c
->

"E=
->

-j r¡J

u(vxü)-r¡2 -+
"H= (2 "6)



Another useful relation can be written by

-+ -à
B

where À is the magnetic vector potentiat.
with (2"2) we see

vxl" (vxl) = :r¡Û+Ì

not ing

(2"7)

Combining (2"7)

(2.8)

(2.e)

For time-invariant fields, ur is zero and thus

=++Vxv. (VxÁ) = i

subject t,o

->
VcI

the constraints

0 ( 2. r0 )

and

-+
VoJ (2.rr)

due to conservation of charge. As shown in f23, pp. 66-6712

A vector is uniquely specified by giving its div-
ergence and its curl within a region and its nor-
mal component over the boundary.

Thus (2"7) and (2.10)' together with appropriate boundary

conditions' are sufficient to guarantee a unique soLution to
(2.g).



Equations (2"5), (2"6), (2"8), and

cases of the foltowing generalized

equation

(2 "9) are a1t speciaJ-

partial- differential

(2 "L2)

the operat.or L wiII be

to variational analysis

-+

LV = V*p"

Provrded p and

self-adjoint and

lel"

The Vector

Cons ider

Wave

the

(Vxü)-otq

=-q are Hermitian,

thus lend itself

Equation

case where

-> -+
xVxA-o2A

The vector wave equation is then given by

-+LA=

or

VxV*l-rtl =

The solution to (2"I5) may be found by

Greenrs function t8l. The result is of

:+.+JÀc(rli') " i(ú') dv,

is a tensor satisfying

-)
LA=V (2.13)

+
J

lv"õcili') -r'õcìlï'l

(2.14)

( 2.1s )

introducing a dyadic

the form

(2.16)

-)
J

-+-+ IA(r) =.1
JQ

=+jwhere G(rlr')

=
I oti - i't (2.L7 )
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Although (2"16) appears to sorve (2.r4) directly, one cannot

generarly find an appropriate Green¡s function except for
simple probrems such as those posed in free space. Techni-
ques for handring more complicated media via dyadic Green's

functions are persued in t39l .

Anisotropic Materials

As seen earrier, flux density and fierd strength are re-
lated through a proportionarity constant. physicarry, F de-
scribes the material properLies associated with the region
of interest and is represented as a dyadic tensor. A sim-
pler form of anisotropy is orthotropy where þ can be reduced

to a positive, diagonar matrix Þ'. Each component of Þ'
represents a quantity (such as reluctivity or =u=".ptibili-
ty) rel-ating field strength to flux density arong the l_ocar

principar axis" As the material- properties may change di-
rection thoughout the region, sây due to curved Ìaminations
in a transformer, a unitary matrix T can be defined which

rerates the local coordinate system to the physicat coordi-
nate system. The principar-axis transformation 123, p. l3Bl

P = T'p fT=

Ilt

P* o*'l
ovv Py" 

I

'", o"" f (2.18)

D^xx

Py*

p
zx

uu +yx

P*y

D'vy

D'zy

P*,

Py"

uu +xyurr +
XX

uu +zyuu +zx

uuxz

uuyzu1-r +yy

^^p uu
LLLú



I0

generates the symmet.ric tensor þ.

In general, the component.s of (2.18) are easily cornputed

if one knows pi* , pi' , pLz and t.he relation between the

local and reference coordinate sv_stems" For inhomogeneous

media, the components of Þ wiIl be functions of posi.tion.

By simple expansion, one can verify
_+=

=(u"p) (2"]e)

if the media is iso-

scalar "

BoundarY Conditions

In order to fulIy define determinist.ic problems relating

t.o the curl-curl equation, the appropriate boundary condi-

tions must be specified. These incl-ude the Dirichlet,

for an arbitrary vector

tropic, p-._,=p:_--=p_- and-xx -yy'zz

-+. -+Al = g(s)
ls

Ìdeuma nn,

-fi"i-(vxã)

->
u

p

. Note that

reduces to a

and mixed

-â*i" (vxÂ)

-¡,
= h(s)

. = -+,
| +o " Al h(s)ls ls

(2 "20)

(2 "2L)

(2 "22)

conditions. Note t.hat the Neumann boundary is just a spe-

cial case of the mixed condition and neither specifies the

normal component of Ì, along the indicated boundary. Thus,

from the theorern on page'7, one might expect À. to be non-

unique even if the Lorentz condition is assumed.
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2.2 THE VECTOR FOR¡,I OF GREEÌr¡¡S THEOREF{

In order to facilitate the forthcoming analysis, it will
be useful to derive a set of vector relations analogous to

the scalar form of Green¡s theorem. Their deveJ-opment fol-
lows from Stratton 122, p" 2501 and Tai [39, p. 6] except we

include þ to aIlow for inhomogeneous media.

For arbitrary vectors Ñ and ü, Iet
i+=+
ü = ñ"p. (VxM) (2 "23',)

while noting the

vectors )

-> ->
Vc (MxN) =

Taking the divergence of (2.23)

identity [8, p" 321 (i.e. a chain ru]-e for

+-.>->->
[Jo (VxM)-]rlc (VxN) (2.24)

->+=V.I.I = (VxN):p

and applying Gaussrs

.,(vxül-Ñ. (v*

theorem gives

F " tv x ü))

(v x ü)) av

-).dal* =

J(N 
x n

S

+
" (V x M))

(2 "25)

(2.26',)
l-+= J(VxNl

a

="p"(V
--> -+ =M)-¡.(Vxp"

As

då = âaa (2.27',)



T2

rdhere ñ is a unit vector normaL to the surface s, the form
of Greenrs first vector identity becomes

II -^i rÑ"!'(v"ü)l â¿"
S

(2.28)
-+ñl . p " (v x ül - ñ . (v " F " (v x ü¡¡av

what shall- subsequently be known as Greenrs
r identity, exchange the rol-es of ü and ñ and

result f rom (2"28) " Thus vre see

I= l(Vx
J
fl

To obtain

second vecto

subtract the

l*=
J ,ñ " ¡ " (v x ü) - ü " ñ (v x fi)) " â ¿a

S

l*=-'-+-+= | cv*ñl "p " (v*ül -ñ' (v"ñ - (vxü)) 12.2s)
J
a

After substituting (2.30) into (2"29) one obtains

l'*-+-+I cÑ " ¡ " (v x ül - ú * F " (v x Ñ)) " â ¿"
J
s

f*= 
.l 

ü " (v xl " (vxñl>- ñ' (v"F' (vxü))a"
tì

(v xü) - p . (v * Ñ) +ü " (v *õ " (v xÑ))¿"

_ ._hIn orthotropic medía, p=p'r so

+(vxñ) " Þ " (v*ü) = (v*ü) . p " (v*ñ) (2.30)

(2.31)



Chapter III

VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES

The technique used to sol-ve the equations of the preced-

ing chapter involves forming a functionar which assumes a
minimum (or at least stationary) varue when the sol_ution to
the probrem is substituted. Although severar such function-
als can be written e.g. those based on a reast squares

approach the one chosen here is derived from the princi-
ple of minimum free energy"

Provided a given operator satisfies a number of condi-
tions, most notably those of serf-adjointness and positive-
definiteness, one can guarantee stable convergence for the

associated numericat processes [5r21]. rn practice, prob-
lems which do not fulry satisfy these requirements may stilr
work rather wel-r. Experience, to a large degree, indicates
what liberties one may take in order to obtain acceptabre

results.

3.I PHYSICAL BASIS

The solution to many physicar problems is often obtained

when the system under consideration achieves its minimum po-

tentiar energy. For exampre, the magnetostatic fields of
common inductors and the el-ectostatic fields of capacitors

- l-3



are such that their stored energy i
is not always true that potential

mized, these ideas do provide an

variational approach.

T4

s minimized. Although it
energy is strictly mini-

intuitive basis for the

Most common operators associated with these physical

problems possess two important properties: they are symme-

trical; and they are positive-definite.
The first property is a direct result of the reciprocity

between a fieldrs cause and its effect. Often problems as-

sociated with truly anisotropic materials (e.g. some magne-

tized ferrites) do not possess symmetrical operators. A

symmetrical differential operator can be shown to be sel_f-

adjoint. Additionally, any corresponding inverse operators

more than one may exist wilI also be symmetricat [5,

p. 291 "

The second property is rel-ated to the energy content of

the field. A system governed by a semi-definite or indefi-

nite operator may be able to change states without energy

input. On the other hand, a system described by a definite
operator does require energy to effect such a change. How-

ever. this change may occur with an arbitrarily small amount

of energy expended over a sufficiently long period of time,
In practice, the stricter requirement of being positive-

bounded-bel-ow (or alternatively negative-bounded-above) may

occur. This implies that a minimum amount of energy must be

expended in order to achieve a ne\,/ state. Def inite opera-



a un rque

I5

inverse [5,tors which are also self-ajoint possess

pp" 74-751.

Self-Ad joint. Operators

For a given operator L,

fined by

the adjoint operator La is de-

(3.r)

self-adjoint. Consider

-J'

M>-+ -+
< LN, M >=<NrLa

If L=Lr, the

the equation

-+I,A =

with the

operator is said to be

Vxv
-+

'(VxA)

inner product

+->'=<NrM)

Using the second form

see
-ì -+qLNIM>-

(Ñ" =V"(V

(3 "2)

(3.3)

vector identity, one can

defined as

1* ->: lN"Mdv
)
CI

of Greenr s

-> -'(MrN>

(â

-> ->xM) -M=T
S

I
S

-> -+<N,LM>

x ú - (v x ñ)) " â ¿a
(3.4)

->M" (fixv. (v x Ñ)) - Ñ . *i" (vxü))aa

Clearly, L is self-adjoint
( 3.4 ) vanishes.

provided the surface integral of



Now consider

t,ions for a given

the following

vector field
-+

A

T6

homogeneous boundary condi-

(3.s)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

*1" -|=0

fi"1"(vxÀ)l = ö
l"

â x =v " (V x ãll" - õ
-|¡ +

"Al = O
I

ls
+-!which M and N also satisfy. 'Obv'iously condi tions ( 3 .5 ) and

(3.6), together or individually, imply a vanishing surface

integral. With regard to the mixed condition, note that

and

ituting

-">=+
M.O'N

Subs t

f
s

which

ñxî " (v +:+xM) = o M

(3.8) and (3.9) into (3.4) produces

+=-)
-\lro'Mda

is identically zero provided õ is orthotropic"

(3"r0)
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Posi tive-Def init.e Operators

A symmetic operator L is said to be positive-definite íf,

for any function u within its domain,

(3 .1r )

To demonstrate that L is (or is not) positive-definiter'¿r€

shalI use the following form of Greenrs identity (2.28) with
-+ -ì' -J"

Itr=1"1=A

II rÀ " õ . cv x Ì)) " â aa
l
S

The last term of (3.12) is just

_+ _+

-<L¿.,A> ( 3. Ì3 )

(3"14)

(3.1s)

f to u + o
(Lurg)l

l=o u = o

(3.12)
l-+=-+-+=-)= I tV"Ã> . v " (VxÁ) -Á. (Vxv' (VxA))dv
l
o

and the left-hand side may be written as

l*^=-+
lA" (nxv"(VxA))da
)
S

thus showing

+-+l< LÃ, Ã > = I Cv " Ì¡ " ; . (v x Ë)avl
0

* I À . (fi x õ . (v x À))aa
J
S
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For the homogeneous Dirichlet (3"5) and Neumann (3"6)

boundary conditions, the surface integrar of (3.r5) vanish-

es" Under the homogeneous mixed condition (3 "7) ,

and

fi*i.(vxl)

Å
A" (nxv.

Ieading

-+ -+LA,A>

=->ooA

-+(V x A))da "o'Ada

(3.16)

( 3 " 17 )

( 3 " rB )

l*tÁ
J
S

to

I
s

thus

= I(vx
CI

l**Jo " o "

s

provided ä

A)"v" (V x È)¿v

-+Ada

is zero. Letwhich is zero

-+
VxA

Thus if

-+=-+B'v"B>0

and

Ji"o"Á>o

both integrands of ( 3. lB ) are

is positive-definite.

The conditions under which

be discovered by considering

i"ñ'.Ììo

(3.]e )

(3 .20 )

strictly positive

(3 .2r )

and hence L

are true may

-+B=

( 3.20 ) and ( 3.21 )

(3 "22)
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where p:t represents (diagonalized forms of ) f
->+-+=replaces A or B" Writing X and p' in dyadic

performing the required expansion leads to

Dt x2+ot x2+Dt x2'xx x 'yy y 'zz z -

As X.,, X_. , and X are arbi trary, pt , Ft , andxyz--xx-yy
aIl be strictly greater than zero for (3 "22) to

This may be interpreted as a statement that F (i.e

:->or o, and X

notation and

( 3.23 )

must

true.

ando)

pt
zz
be

must be positive-definite.

From the above discussion, one can see that both terms of

(3"I8) are in fact nonnegative" If a suitable o exists, the

complete inner product will be stricly positive for any

nonruro f. Thus the operator is pos itive-def inite under the

homogeneous mixed boundary condition. Under the sLated Dir-
ichlet and Neumann bouná-ry conditions, õ does not exist.
Unless the vector potential is somehow restricted in such

a manner that a zero Ë field necessarily implies a zero À

field it cannot be guaranteed that L wiII be positive-
definite. Such a restriction can be applied by enforcing

the Lorentz condition (i.e " zero divergence of Àl lZ3, pp.

66-671. This may be accomplished by insisting that all tri-
aI functions are divergenceless, or alternately by adding a

"penalty term" to the functional- as in section 3.4.
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Unigueness of

A J-inear,

than bne solut
(ur and u2) ex

U=Ul-U2

L(u¡ - u2)

then

(Luru)

Solution

pos itive-definite

ion. As proof t5l

ist and define

=Lu-0

operator can

, assume that

have no more

two solutions

as the difference field. Since

(3 "24)

( 3 .2s )

(3 "26)

can vanish only when

and the solution is

te operatorr ffiuItiple

requires a suita-

3fB-3281 provides

icity, a real vec-

to a generalized

Because L is positive-definite, (Luru>

u is zeyo. Therefore ut must equal u2

proven unique. If L is a semi-defini
solutions must be anticipated"

3 "2 THE EXTRE}TUM FORMULATION

As seen earlier, the variational- method

ble energy f unctional_. lvtikhlin [5, pp.

the required form as a theorem. For simpl

tor space is assumed, but the extension

Hilbert space is not difficult"
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Homogeneous Boundaries

For the deterministic problem,

Lu-f.

the functional- to be minimized is

F = 4Lurs)-21u, f>

where f and u are assumed to be real functions (either sca-

lar or vector) and L is a real operator. Let uo be the ex-

act solution to (3"27) in which case (3.28) can be rewritten
AS

(3 "27 )

(3"28)

(3.29)F - 4Lur¡¡)-rllut Lug)

Adding and subtracting <Luoruo> from (3.29)

F - ( Lu, s ) - ,1 úr Lu¡ ) * < Lu6, u0 ) - q Luo, u0 )

= 4 Lur s) - 2 ( Luq, ü )*< Lus, u0 ) -4 LuO, u0 ) (3.30)

= < L(û - ro), u ) * < Lus, (uo - u) > - ( L uo, uo )

and as the operator is self-adjoint

F - q Lur (u - ro) > - ( Luo, (u - uo) > - ( Luo. uo

( 3.3r )
= < L(u - uo), (r - uo) > - < Luo, u0 )

Furthermore, if L is also positive-definite, the last term

of the functional" is positive (provided a nonzero sorution

exists) and the first term is nonnegative. Thus when u=uor

F assumes its minimim value.
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Stationarity of the Funct.ional

once a functionar has been givenr wê sharr seek a sta-
tionary point through application of the Rayleigh-Ritz dis-
cretization procedure" rf uo causes the functional to be-

come stationary, we wish to show:

that uo is a solution to the original operator equa-

tioni and

2. the varue of the f unctional is actuaJ-ry at a minimum.

Assume u causes F to be stationary and l-et ¡ represento

an arbitrary function. Thus

u = u0+clrl (3.32)

function for some real .number s. Sub-

( 3.28 ) and expanding

F=

l"

is also an arbitrary
stituting (3"32) into

while differentiating with

(3.33)

9rves

n > - 2 < ¡, f ) (3"34)

Luo, uo )

o2 < Lnn

+o<

n>-2

Luo, n

( U0 r

uo)

l, f >

>+

f>

ct<

-2

Ll'

G<

dF
do,

4Luorfl )*<Ll ,uo

respect

>+2o'<Ln,

By hypothesis, the stationary point of (3.34) occurs when o

equaì-s zero so

dFl-- I = ( Luo, fl') + < Ln, üo ) - 2 < î, f >dol
la=0

and if L is also self-adjoint

qLuo-frI) = 0

( 3 .3s )

(3"36)
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Asn

only

Luo

ide nt ical Iy
s tationary

To show

tional, dif

d2F
E'' 

c10, ¿

1S

if

completely arbitrary, (3"36) is satisfied if and

(3"37)

" In other words, the function uo that makes F

must the solution to the original equation.

that this solution actually minimizes the func-

ferentiate ( 3.35 ) again yielding

<Ln"n> ( 3.38 )

If L is positive-definite, equation (3.38) is always nonne-

gative. Thus the solution occurs at a minimum of F. Simi-

larly, a negative-definite operator will maximize the func-

tional. Note however that multiple solutions must be

anticipated if semi-definite or indefinite operators are

delt with.

Inhomogeneous Boundaries

In order to cater for inhomogeneous boundary conditions,

we shall reformulate the problem to that of an equivalent

honogeneous case with additional source terms.

Express the boundary condition as

B"l = b(s)
ls (3"3e)



where B is
Now assume

and define

Vs

and so

Lvo

a linear operator

that a function w

24

defined along the boundary.

exists which satisfies ( 3 .39 )

v= u-tI

Note that w is not assumed to be a solution to

tial equation, it need only satisfy the sought

ry conditions "

As B is a linear operator,

Bv = Bu-Bw = 0

wh ich is equivaJ-ent to a

v. Considering v as the

solve

Lv=fl

If u is a solution, then
o

(3.40)

the differen-

after bounda-

( 3.41)

homogeneous boundary condition in

unknown quantity and attempting to

(3 " 42)

(3"43)

( 3.44 )

(3.4s)

xo-\ù

L(uo -w) f-Lr¡

At this pointr the equivalent source term

fr f-Lw

is introduced.
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Solvi ng

Lv= f?

under homogeneous boundary conditions requires

of the functional

F = (Lvrv)-21v, fr

As v^ and w are both known, u could thenOO

ered. However, by eliminating v from (3.47)

stitution of (3.40) it becomes apparent

be found at all.

FinalIy, substituting (3"40) into (3.47),

(3"46)

mi nimi zation

(3 .47 )

be easily recov-

through sub-

that v¡ need not

F = <L(u-

-4Luru

*2(w, f

-r¿)>-2<(u-

<urf>+(urLw

Lwrw)

(u

2 (3.48)

where both f

of (3.48) do

not affect
Therefore, a

and w are fixed" Although the last two terms

infÌuence the value of the functional, they do

what u is needed to achieve minimization.o

new functional

F - qLur g)- 2(u, f >+(u, Lw (3.49)

may be defined, the last two terms (to be called F*) being

due to the presence of the inhomogeneous boundary condi-

t ions "
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3"3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Now that the generar form of the energy functionat has

been developedr w€ shall proceed to derive F expl-icitry un-

der the boundary conditions of section 2.r. rn addition, it
may be desirable to cater tor interior sheet currents. Ar-

though in theory such sources can exist only on the surface

of perfect conductors, they may be usefur when modelring

various magnetic devices,.

Dirichl-et Boundaries

To derive a f unct ional_

Dirichlet boundaries, Iet B

erator such that
-+^Al Ë(")ls

which caters for inhomogeneous

from (3.39) be the identity op-

(3.s0)

(3.sl)

Using the second form of Green's vector identity

-(LArw)

" (â x i " (v " *¡) - * " (â * u ''(v * Ì¡ya"

on the surface S, Àt=)=ü(=)=d(") rhus

4ArL¡¿>
f-+

=lAl
S

-i -+ -> -à( A, L¡¿

fr= lC.çâxv.1V
)
S

" *)) -c"(n =-+x v . (V x A))da
(3"s2)



As the first

tion of A, it

F .Li,

( right

may be

-+A> - 2

By Greenrs first vector

27

term of (3 "52 ) is not a func-

om the functional giving

=tc " (íì x v . (V " A))da (3"53)

v

" i " (v * Ì)4.' (3"s4)

+->
-<8,L4>

A) dv (3.ss)

side)

pped fr

-+l
J>-l

J

S

ident it

hand

dro

-l'4Ar

-> -> -+ ->F <I-ArA>-2<A,J>
i*=+l(V"e)"v-(Vx

J
CI

f-
ls"(âxv"(VxJ_
S++Í= (Br*t-J

ç¿

Å))a'

(v"i¡

and substituting (3.54) into (3"53)

FinalIy, using A=g

fF= I

J
CI

which witl

vided that

cond i tions .

(v x À¡ . i - (v x Ì)dv - 2 I
CI

t

t

-+ -+
A"Jdv (3. s6 )

be minimized by the

al1 trial functions

vector potential pro-

y the given Dirichlet

ect

isf

cor

SA

ïn the course of this exercise, we have extended the op-

eratorrs domain to include functions which can only be dif-
f erentiated once 1.6, p. l5l . The signif icance of this wirl
become apparent when we wish to generate finite el-ements us-

ing a linear basis"
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Sixed and Neumann Boundaries

The generar form for the mixed boundary condition is giv-
en by

f*= I Ã - (â xi " (v x*)) -; " (Ì"-v . (vxi))¿'
I
s

l+ -= + -) + = + ->= lA" (o"w-h)-w. (O"A-h)da
I
s

If ã i= orthotropic (i.e. a=aT) then

-â"i'wxl)+õ.1= t

The last terms of (3"49) are rewritten as
+-)+-+F*= (A,LW

By Green!s first identity

and so

(3"s7)

(3.s8)

( 3. s9 )

( 3.60 )

( 3 .61)

'l*-)+¿
F* = lw"É_Ã.Ëd"I

S

As before, the first term of (3"59) nay be dropped creating
the new functional

+ -' + + f+ -+F = <LA,A>-r.At J>-JA"hda
S

.rÌ, lt = I(vxi).i".(vxÌ)dv
o

. Jt' (ñ x i' (v x È))aa
S

f,o
r¿

Jr
s

F= --r, +
A) o v o (V x A)dv -

= -) -+ loo"A-h)da-lÄ.
t
S

f-" -+
lA'Jdv
I
o

da-(
(3.62)
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or

->
Jdv

(*
-2)A

o
I(v
a

" Ã) " i . (v x Ì)avF=

(3.63)
f* + l'* = -*-2lA'hda*lA,.o"Adatl
SS

llote the similarity between the volume current =our." i and

the surface current density È. Note arso the. "formal sini-
larity" between the ,r.åtor and scalar cases t2II (i.e. the

curl operator replaces the gradient operator). vüith a pure

Neumann boundary, the l-ast term of the functional woul-d van-

ish.

3.4 INTERFACE CONDITIONS

In magnetostatics, there are two weII known conditions

which must be met at media interfaces:

(3"64)

and

-.}
H-II (3.6s)

Arong with varifying that the finite erement method will
satisfy (3.64) and (3.65), it wilr be shown that certain
boundary conditions occur naturarJ-y without being explicit.ry
specified in the functionaL.

-+ -+B-Bnt n2

-+
-KL2

-+
H
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FIux Cont.inuity

In order to demonstrate how the

is satisfied, consider figure 3.1.

f irst interface condition
(See also Appendix B).

^lnl

r{t\
R2 \

\

s-l:-------Þ- -3/

\
\

î
I

I

I
)

Figure 3.1: Sinple region with two elements

The total- region R is bounded

boundary of Rr includes part
boundary of of R2 includes the

sheet (or "interior surface")
c

l-

by the ouLer surface So. The

of So plus aII of Si. The

rest of So plus aII of S.. A

current density È exists along

Between any two regions, the normar components of frux

density must be equal" This condition may be stated as

^+^-+fi"Br = ä"Bz
(3.66)
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â (Ër-Ër) â. (vxir-v*121
fi . (v x (lr - är)) (3.69)

=0

Now def ine

-+ -+ ->A* = A¡-Az (3.70)

SO

or alternatively as

râ.(Ér-Éz) o

S ince

-++B = Vx Á

it follows that

íì. (vxÌ*¡ = o

Using the vector identity

V. (âxi*) = fi*. (Vxâ)-â" (VxÌ*¡

it becomes apparent that

v" (âxl*¡ = fi*" (vxâ)

For any surface S defined by

f=(x, y, z) = ."

(3"67)

(3"68)

(3.7t)

(3 "72',)

(3.73)

( 3.74 )
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and by a theorem from Arfkin 123, pp. 66-671 it is seen that

the unit normal to that surface may be expressed as

^ 
V f"(x, y, z)

n = l_vJ_læl
Through use of vector identities one can ve rify that

Vx(Vxâ) ð

v" (vxfi) = o

â. (vxâ) = o

a -l'- -+nxA* = O

Thus from (3 .77 ) and ( 3.73 )

V" (â*À*¡ = o

As ñ and fi* are arbitrary,

J+

â*Á* = ó

or

â*(ir-ir) = ð

which implies

î*1, fi*1,

or

(3 " 7s )

(3.76)

(3.77 )

(3.78)

( 3 " 7e )

(3.80)

(3"8r-)

-+ ->

\r=\t (3"82)
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Thus flux continuity is the direct resul-t of continuity
of the tangential component of vector potentiar. rf the

vector potential is continuous everywhere, this condition is
clearly met. The finite element scheme to be described will
ensure continuous ã within individual- elements and across

their boundaries.

Interior Sheet Currents

For the second interface condition,

tr, - "r,
-+

-K

or

â*ir.(vxÌ)-â" -+
'(VxA)

(3.83)

(3.84)

n exists within the

Rewriting the last

* i))¿'

(3"8s)

(v x È))aa

V2

where we assume

problem region

terms of ( 3.49 )

a sheet current dens ity

l-22, p" 37 , pp. 245-2471 
"

as

-+
\¡I >

(n

-)>_(LA,

* i - (v x *)) - (âxi" (v
-+
U¡O

f*
JA.
S

Ii"
l

.s l

.J*"
S2

(âxvz tv xÌ)) - Ì " (â x iz " (v x *))a'
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(3"86)

tween each reqion as

I
= lf "(ñxi¡"(vxÈ))aa

J .- ¡ \t ^ n))sd (3"87)
S1

f-+lÁ"(ñxi2"(v*i))a,l
S2

where the minus sign results from the choice of an inward

normal- within Rz. Substituting (3.86) and (3"87) into
(3.8s)

t¡.gs)

and using ( 3. B4 )

->-+f*< LÁ, A > = I CV " Ã¡ . ; " (v x i)av.J
o

l*t-lÃ"(îxv"(Vxi))aa
I

The surface integral may be split be
r,
| Á " (ñ x i . (v * Ì))¿.

J
S

l=+ I rì " (â x iz " (v x Ìll - Ì " (â * iz (v x *))
J
S2

- À " (â x =vz " (v x Ì))la.
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and t ion

,lr
fì

apply i ng

rF 
.J(o
a

the interface condi

" i) ' v ' (v x Ì)av -

-+
Kda

(3"84) gives
-+

"Jdv

r=rr
-2 I Á,"rda+l]J

s. s,
l-L

where the surface integr
tion of Sr and 52. As t
it may be dropped giving

l- -+=F=l(VxA)"v"(V
J
CI

->w.

aIs

he

are now taken over

Iast term is not a

(3.8e)

the intersec-
-'

function of A,

-+
x A)dv -

l*,JO
fl

-+
"Jdv

(3.e0)

as the required functional.
colrecting terms from (3.56), (3.63) and (3.90) leads to

a functional which wirr caLer for inhomogeneous Dirichlet,
Neumann and mixed boundaries as welr as interior sheet cur-
rents. rn order to ensure that the Lorentz condition is
satisfied, a penalty function

+^
" A)' dv

f*+
-21 A"Kda

J
s.

l-

'f(v
r¿

(3"91)

is added. As shown earJ-ier, F wirr attain its minimum value

when the sol-ution to the curl-curI equation is substituted.
rncluding (3.91) wirl tend to increase F, thus favoring so-

lutions with zero divergence. Finite element discretization
of the field leads to a matrix equation of the form

[s]A lst+ys"]A = b (3"e2)
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where Sr is due to the curl-curl operator, S,' is due to the

penalty function, è is the discretized vector potentiar, and

! is a corumn vector due to source terms. The matrix opera-

tor S' is positive semi-definite under Dirichlet and Neumann

boundaries, and strictly positive-definite under the mixed

boundary" rf one is "sufficiently c1ose" to the stationary
point of F, the matrix s should become positive-definite
(with Dirichlet boundaries ) as t.he Lorentz condition wilr be

nearly satisfied. Thus, with a judicious choice of the

"divergence factor" y a positive constant one might

expect the ensuing numerical process to have greater stabil-
ity than before. An investigation into the convergence

properties of such parametric matrix eguations is suggested

as future work. rn summary, the finar form of the function-
aI is

F= " Ì) " v " (v x Ì)av -
-+

"Jdv, J;
o

'I
CI

'o"A

J,o
a

,T
Q

o

l'*IA
)
s

o

-> ->
A.hda-

f*-+I A.Kda
J
S.

a

da* (v " i)2 ¿v

( 3.93 )
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3"5 NATURAL BOUNDARY AND INTERFACE CONDITIONS

Although the functional of (3.93) was derived from a num-

ber of proven variational- principal_s, t.here is (as yet) no

guarantee that the function which makes F stationary is the

actual solution to the original physical problem. By writ-
irg, and subsequently minimizíng, the related Euler equa-

tions [9] ; we shalI see that aIl- required boundary and in-
terface conditions are satisfied naturally by the

variationäI process.

Assume a trial- function of the form

-++
As*c¡

0

(3.94) into (3.93)

evaluat.ing at 0=0,

(3"e4)

(3.es)

, differentiating with re-
and setting the result to

By hypothesis

âFl
ãcr I

la=o

Subs ti tut ing

spect to e ¡

zero gives

f-+
lCVxn)
)
o

l*ln
l
S

o

v

-J;"Èu"*J
S, O

l_

The algebra requi

Appendix A.

" (Vxlo) -+ -)
-n"Jdv* " (-õ " io - È)au

(3.e6)
" ñ) (v - Ào)av =

to attain this result is outLined in

(v

red
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Now consider the compound region of figure 3 "I. For

cJ-arity, two elements (Rr and R¿ ) form t.he total region R.

Greenrs identity, written for each region Rr, becomes

(3.e7)

Note that n wil-r vanish wherever a Dirichlet boundary ex-

ists. Substituting (3 "97 ) into (3.96)

( 3 " eB )

2,

n=l'
S

2¡-+=-+
r I (Vxn)'v '(VxÁo¡av

--l / n n*R
n

2t+
E I ñ (vxî " (vxÌo¡¡a.'

"=r å 
n n

2e
; I fi,, " (v x io . (v x Ào) - i)a"

"=1'Rû

+ ? f ñ" (õ.,.Ào-fi)a"
,,=1J rl

S
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lJow examine the second term of (3.98). Observing that Sn

includes part of.to plus ti

a
(3.ee)

a

The negative sign on the last term of (3.99) is due to the

choice of an inward normal for region tvro.

If continuity of Â is enforced across the boundary (and

certainly \,,¡ithin individual elements)

2r
- I -) ,^ = +
I I n . fäxv '(VxAs))da

n=l J 'n n
b

-' -+ -)
nr("i) = nr("i) = n

= |, ñ,. (âxir " (v*io))a
J
S1

f*=-+
I nr'(âxvz " (VxAo))d
l
Sz

impl ies

=-ï-)[*x.v'(VxAo)-J)av+J n

Sg

-)-+l*
"Ae-h)da+ln'(iìxvz

I
s.

L

=-+-+l-xvr"(VxAo)-x)da+J(V
f¿

ee)

"(v

+0

-n

-+x Ao)

(3.100)

(3.101)

so (3.

l-+ln
J
ç¿

'(-âxú" (V

->
(V x A¡)

-+ ->n) (V " As)dv



As n ana aiv(ñ)
t hat

are completely arbi Lrary ,

40

it is apparent

=VxV" ->(V x Ao)
-+

=J (3.102)

(3. r03 )

(3 .104 )

( 3 .l0s )

-nxv "(v +=-+xAo)+o"Ao -+
-h

â*ir " (vxio) ñ * lz (V x Ìo) ->
- -r\

and

->V'Ao =0

must be true when the functional is stationary.
Equations (3.102) through (3"I05) verify that the origi-

nal- probrem, along with atl necessary constraints, has been

satisfied. rn addition, if the surface current density È

and surface permeabirity ã were not included in the func-
tional, the naturar Neumann boundary condition becomes

â * i . (v x lo) =Hr= (3.r06)

Similarly' the well- known homogeneous interface condition

-à
H-

II (3.l_07 )

the Lorentz condition wiII
stationary point, the vec-

divergence before conver-

al-so occurs naturaJ_Iy. Although

be satisfied at the functional's
tor potential may not have zero

gence is achieved.

-+
0

->
=H-

L2



Chapter IV

THE FINITE ELE},IENT }.IETHOD

A linear system of equationsr âs derived from the Ray-

leigh-Ritz discretization technique, can be solved by a

point-iterative process" untir recently, the practice has

been to solve these systems using direct sparsity methods

such as bandwidth [3], frontal [3] , and Zolrenkopf bifactor-
ization [r,2]. Ivlost of ten, direct techniques are cumbersome

to implement while imposing serious restrictions on execu-

tion time and main store. In practice, Iarge problems

such as those involving three-dimensionar vector fierds
can onry be solved by resorting to intricate programming

strategies t31. The algorithm presented here, however, re-
quires minimal programming effort and maintains all advan-

tages (i.e. rapid execution and reduced memory requirements)

inherent in relaxation based methods [4r33].
consider the generalized differentiar operator eguation

LV= (4"r)

where L is assumed self-adjoint and positive-definite. The

source distribution for the f ield rf is def ined by f . Appty-

ing standard discretization techniques, the linear system

41

bstf = (4.2)
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theis generated.

point-i terative

-V"F.(Vü)

and curl-curl

In particular,
scheme to the steady

application of

state Laplacian

(4.3)

(4.4)=v*P " (Vxfr¡ +
=f.

equations. will be dicussed in detail.
As in chapter 3 | the tensor Þ represents an inhomogene-

ous, orthotropic medium. The field quantity rl, is used to
illustrate the pararlel develòþrnent between the scarar and

vector cases. Normally, one wourd associate meaningful
physicar quantities such as Ë, i, and j ror ü , ã, and i

with the symbolic equations of (4.3) and (4.4). Cubical

erements based on rinear or quadratic shape functions are
implemented over a regular grid. Dirichret and naturar Neu-

mann boundaries, arong with vorume distributed sources, may

be present"

Portions of this chapter $rere written in conjunction with
I{r" B. Fry for incrusion in a future pubrication t4o1 . The

authorrs extensions to the basic algorithm include: vector
fiel-d solutions, orthotropic media, and the eigenproblem.
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4.I VARIATIONAL FORMULATION

As seen previously, the solution of (4.r) can be obtained

by mini¡nizLng the f unctional

F = <Lü,U>-2<frV> (4"s)

consider the scarar case. Through the use of Greenrs theorem

(4"5) becomes

r:rF= l(Vrp).p.(Vû)dv-2f fpav (4.6)ll
oo

and, as stated, is only val_id for the Dirichlet

Ul = e(s)ls

and homogeneous Neumann

â'V,1, = 0

.TTrl' = g-U = ü'g

boundary conditions. The extension to inhomogeneous bounda-

ries follows methods described elsewhere t51. WexIer pro-
vides moreinsight into the derivation of (4.5) in t7l. Dis-
cretizing r¡ by

(4"7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

. and substituting (4 "g ) into (4.6) while enforcing
âF

-=uaqr

results in the Iinear system (4.2) where

l=Ts - lfvgl"p.(Va*)dvJ-
f¿

( 4.l_1)
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and

(4.12)

appropriate functional

-+. rl dv (4.I3)

(4"14)

and

=*-+fi'*p " (V*tJt) = 0 (4"1s)

(4. 16 )

( 4.17 )

and

(4"18)

The integrars specified by s and Þ are first evaluated

numericalry for a singre finite erement, and subsequently

accumulated on an el-ement by element basis to form a "virtu-

r
b = I fadvt-

0

Now consider the vector case" The

( in a somewhat simplified form) is

í -+ = -* f*F = I tv " fr¡ . Þ . Cv x ü)¿" - 2 I iJJosì

as boundary conditions. Substituting

-+ -)T. ,T-+ü = o-rþ = Ug

into (4.f3) again yields (4"2), but with

Is - | tv " ä> . p " (v * ür)a.,,
J'
o

wi th

-+. -+úl e(s)
ts

[* -]b lf .cdvt-
o
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af" globar system matrix. rn practice, the entire globar
matrix is not stored as arl accumurations are performed onry

when required by the iteration aJ_gorithm.

4.2 MATRIX GENERATION

Using a double subscript

ten as

convention, (4.2) may be rewrit-

where, for

s..
r-J

b.
l- fo,. dv

l_

and for a

s..
r-J

b.=
t_

= S-', ü, = b.}J 'J i

a scalar field

lvcr) " p " (Var)dv

T S.,
jtJ új ( 4.]e )

(4.20)

( 4 "2r\

( 4 "22)

I
)
o

I
0

I
0

I
CI

ector f ield

{v*&r).F.(v * Èr)a.,

-+ ->f"a.dv
l_

Modelling the media by

used for the field allows

(4.23)

same finite element structure
to be expressed as

D^k ( 4 "24)P=0'P= -Iq''P=

the

p

q_
tC
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For orthotropic media there are at most six independent

components of the tensor þ. Rewriting (4"20) as

f o r

J Êr. " Þ . ßJ dv (4.25)
ft

with the vector Ë representing the gradient of the scalar

shape functions, substituting (4.24) and factoring out p

yields

fÊr"E.Ë:dvP
n

= JelrJr'a d'p
o

becomes

= J erurltl.Q,' ß'J dv P

ç¿

which, in matrix form
I - -T
.| uir(9'),ou B', dv P

o

(4 "26)

(4 "271

(4.28)

(4 "2e)

(4.30)

and therefore

Iutt(orz'ß'5 )dv P*
CI

= si5 tP¡

also be factored as

c-g. -1J

The source terms (4.2I) rnay

b.
L

where

ri:

nT. f.rJJ

= J "r", dv

o

similarryr' the discretized curr-curJ. equation ((4.221 and

(4"23)) may be factored into the form of (4.29) and (4"291

with Ê now representing the curr of the vector shape func-

tions. Furthermore, B* becomes the integrar of the inner
product of these functions" rt is important to observe that
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onS* and B* are dependent only on the choice of o and not

media or source characteristics,

with the finite el-ement method, the interpolation func-

tions used in (4.28 ) and (4.30 ) need onJ-y be def ined over

l-ocalized domains tl0l " These functions are constructed

from an elementary basis which is defined in two parts: for
l- i near elements

{ rl(x), Lå(x)lrl = } t Ll = +: -1 < x < 1}

and for quadratic elements
{ r? (x) , rZG), 13 (*) lrl = 

a{+ ; LZ 
=

rZ = 
olÏU' -1 <

The node numbering scheme displayed

the scalar shape functions Iisted in

ZL

2,.

I-x'

x<1]

in figure 4.1

table 4"I"

(4.31)

(4 "32)

Ieads to

1*

o ) Lineor

Figure 4.1:

b ) Quodrotic

Node numbering scheme

789

t23
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TABLE 4 . I

Scal-ar shape f unctions

scalar set asRepresenting any

[ï]

(4.33)

(4"34)

the corresponding vector form ( in 3D for example ) becomes

Cl¡ ]-

^dzz r
a01 J

^dzz J

û'1 k
e

Ar, Ê

üL,:lriil

SET ]OORDINATE
RANGE n 0n(r )

2D

LINEAR i,i=1,2 2(j-r) + i r-l r't r-l tv l

3D

LINEAR i, j, k=1,2 4 (k-r)+2( j-r)+ i r-lt*lr-jtvlr-f,t'l

?D
QUADRATIC i,i=1,5 3(j-r)+ i r-f t*lr-] rvt

3D
QUADRATIC i,i,k=1,3 9(k-r)+ 3(j-t)+ i r-f t *t r-l tvl r-fr t ' l
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and the tensor

(4"3s)

where û*û* û16, are independent components of the tensor
^^just as i.""k are independent components of the spacial vec-

tor" Normal-Ìy al1 vecLor and tensor scalar sets ( 4 " 33 ) are

chosen to be the same so as not to introduce any directional

bias into the finite elements"

Once a set frorn table 4"I has been specifiedo the local

finite element matrices, SÈ and B*, are calculated using nu-

nerical integration. As an example consider a particular

integral from S* for an inhomogeneous, orthotropic media mo-

delled by quadratic vector elements

l-cr d crl

ã = l; ; ;l:
i; ; ;l

Q¡ Qzg d ss
6øo
99ø

Q¿t Qsa o at

Qzs Qaz otos
@9ê
øøo

Qsq d¡oe org¡

css orog or3e

øoø
oø6

+
oe, G rgs drez

**
q-c
"ijk - oEorl6rlol' ( 4 " 36 )
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From (4.34 ) and ( 4.35 )

-+ -+
0;= 0'BO = 0ZSk

l--

-r+
G:= 0,lg = 0'f gi

I

Cf. =[Xl g 1=0,2 9U u-k yy

using tabfe 4"L the explicit
k=3, )=3, and í=2 is

(4"37)

form of shape function szs with

(4.38)

( 4 .39 )

(4.40)

o26 = r|(Ðr|U)rzr7) = ¡r-x2lC.I{pl CZ$lfl

S imi larly

Referring to (4.22) and

Êr=Êro=VxËao=(r-x')

= ßrraol

and

substituting È for the curl-

cult ëïï)l î - (2x) cfi (+Ð )î
l-ßt,rol

* ßz,eo3 = lßr,ro IL0l

Ê, = È,s = vxürs ,x (x-1) ., ry(y+1).,, r -t.¡ît 2 .r\ 2 t\'ç)r

ßr, ,.i = [r:r. I
b,, ,, I

(r{ä1)\ (r_2,) (?1jî

( 4.4r )

= Bzrrrî *

and therefore

:] =f:,',J 
L":,-']LI

0

ùzo

0
\l,r ßr5 = oro.{,m ßn,is=' (4.42)
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FinalIy, substituting (4 "40 ) and (4 "42 ) into the integrand

of (4 "28)

ßru(aunrßr,) = ß.o,L(oro.q,*ßrrr) = þ'o'' ßao'z

(4 "43)
=ßao, zùzoBz,to

r 

F":,, 
,1

I
-v')dyl (zs +22) *23 )dz

'-1

reduces ( 4.36 )

^*lùsorl6rrol = 
13-

1

-*'la* J çzys+ya -2y3

-t

to
I

r
I (-xu*xu*xt

J
-1

(4.44)

Note that a fifth order numerical integration scheme is

required to evaluate (4.44) tIIl. The remaining 5* matrix

entries are calculated and stored, .preferably in core. The

matrix B* is obtained through a simitar procedure. Table

4.2 indicates the main storage requirements for a variety of

element types.

4=-I72S
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4.3 THE POINT-ITERATIVE ALGORITHM

Solving (4"I9) for the

and (4.29 ) gives

TABLE 4 "2

Local matrix storage requirements

i'th unknown and applying (4.28)

b.-S..ilr.1
,rr - 

r rl'Jlilj 
-Yi S-.t1

tj -tiiunuu¡ 
l r*,

*
8..

1J

(4"4s)

which'describes the f iel-d over the entire problem domain,

For instance, modelling isotropic media with Iinear vector
elements -- assuming a grid of 5xl-Ox8 nodes leads to 1200

unknownsi a result due to the 400 node points each of which

possesses three degrees of freedom. Thus the dimension of !
is 400. In (4.45), i and j range from I to 1200 while k

ranges f rom l- to 400 "

s i itPt

ELEMENT TYPES

HOMOGENEOUS
ISOTROPIC

INHOMOGENEOUS
ISOTROPIC

HOMOGENEOUS
ORTHOTROPIC

INHOMOGENEOUS
ORTHOTROPIC n

L INEAR

SCALAR 2D (4,4 ,ll G t 4 t 4) (4 t 4 t 6) (4 , 4 ,241 4

SCALAR 3D (e I r)t (8,8,8) (8, 8 ,6) (8 t 9,48) I

VECTOR 3D (24,24 ,l) (?4, ?4 ,8) (?4 ,?4,61 (24,?4 , 48) I

QUADRATIC

SCALAR 2D (9,9,1) (9,9,9) (9, 9, 6) (9, 9 , 54) 9

SCALAR 3D (27 , 27 ,l) (?7 ,27 ,27\ (27 ,27 ,6) (?7 , ?7 ,1621 27

VECTOR 3D (8t 8l t) (81 8l ,27) (81, 8l , 6) (81, 8l , 162) 27
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Although the grobar g* and g* matrices are exceedingry

large, they are al-so sparse, and therefore a great dear of
computational effort may be avoided by processing only those

terms which contribute to the finar fierd sorution. rn

fact, when obtaining the sol-ution at a particurar node, onry

immediately adjacent elements i.e. nearest neighbours

generate contributing terms to the numerator and denominator

of (4.45)" Because of this it is possible to work with re-

duced local S* and g*< matrices.

illustrated in figure 4.2.

The algorithm flowchart is

rnitialization consÌsts of defining the media and source

characteristics and creating required locar s* and B* matri-
ces dimensioned as in tabre 4.2. The fierd is assigned a

reasonable starting estimate which includes aII Dirichlet
boundary conditions. Note that no restriction has been

placed upon intermixing of the various element types.

once a node has been selected for processing, the argor-

ithm determines whether or not a DirichleL condition needs

to be enforced. rn a manner common to the finite difference
method, such nodes are bypassed.

Local erement serection invorves storing the elementrs

source, media, and field values into temporary vectors and

is better understood with the aid of figure 4"3. This il-
lustration shows the construction of the ]ocal fierd vector

from the grobar field vector for a two-dimensionaÌ, scarar
probrem with linear el-ements. such a procedure enabl_es the
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Initio lize

Dirichlet

NUME_O

DENOM <-- O

t*v,.(¡H5*-q,)Selecl locol f , p, r¿

t'¡u¡¿ * Bl t,-sir o* V, l,*î*u"
DENOM*S¡¡Apr+DENOM

4eorest 
neighbour YES

elerrents
?

Figure 4.2: The point-iterative algorithm
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calculation of the numerator and denominator contributions
to proceed in a straightforward manner.

Solving

It at 2,2

v Globol Processing locol
element * 4

{r Locol

-V, 
=Vr,,

V"=Vr,u

9.= ûu,.

Úo= %, u

F igure 4 .3 z Construction of a local field vector

once alr nearest neighbour erements have been processed,

the estimated node potential is accelerated by standard suc-

cessive overrelaxation techniques [12rI3]. Iteration con-

tinues until the solution has converged to the desired accu-

racy.
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4"4 ALGORITHM IMPROVEMENTS

The argorithm, as outrined in the previous section, can

be substantially improved with minimar programming effort.
Reducing main storage requirements, minimi zíng execution

time, and decreasing moderring errors are suitabre objec-

tives"

Precalculat.ion of the Right-Hand Side

Rather than forming (4.29 ) during each iteration of
(4-45)t b may instead be precalcul-ated and stored as part of
the initialization sequence. cJ-earry, a tradeoff exists be-

tween increasing main store and reducing execution time.
This technique is particularly useful if complicated non-

Dirichlet sources exist within the media.

Automated Mesh Refinement

For problems invorving a rarge number of unknowns, it is
often advantageous to solve for the fierd through a mesh re-
finement process. This is true as soR convergence is en-

hanced if the present fierd estimate crosery approximates

the finar solution. The procedure may be summarized as fol-
lows:

1. specify an initial- (coarse) mesh and a final (fine)
mesh;

2. apply SOR until_ t.he desired accuracy is achieved; and

3. if required, refine the mesh and repeat step 2.

To clarify the last point, consider figure 4.4a.



5'7

ú' vz
@-------------.

¡=Q ¡=.$ ¡=l

#
q' v; ú;

(o)

and i ranges over a1L

whiÌe j ranges over the

x<l

in the new,

available s

t' 'l/z v3
or=l-ulo.
Qz=x ) -

(b) (c)

coarse unprimed

the interpolatory

(4"46)

Figure 4.4: Mesh halving a linear I-D element

An operator L exists which maps the

system to the finer primed system. For

functions of figure 4"4b

L t = t'

where

L..=o.li.)=or.J J ' 1' 'j (*i)

az (xr )

oz (xz )

a3 (xa)

l-ot (*r )

I o, r*.t
I

[_ar 
(xs )

nodes

set of

[r rf
lt

7- l-l
I' 'l (4"47)

I

Lo 'l
expanded elements

hape functions,



For multi-element systems, L may

ment by el-ement basis. Thus for the

5B

be generated on an ele-
system of figure 4"4c

(4 "48)

Note that local interpolatory matrices are overlayed rather
than accumulated.

Disk Techniques

Although the point-iterative method aIl_ows rather Iarge

finite element problems to be handred with minimar program-

ming effort and reduced store, it suffers from lack of
speed. This is primariry due to the necessity of re-comput-

ing the system matrix obtained via (4.28 ) -- at each it-
erative step. rri fact, for sufficientry complicated erement

structures it may be impossibre to store s* in core. There-

fore each term of s must be expricitly cal-culated (as in
(4.I1) or (4.17))"

rn this event the argorithm courd be modified to compute

and store non-zero entries of s -- row by ro\¡¡ -- into a tem-

porary sequentiaJ_ disk file t141. The SOR routine proceeds

as before except that the system matrix is paged into core

as required.

Lrlr =9'*
[]

1,,":,)
t' 

l-:,J;J
L,.J

v,'

v;

v;
,t';

v¿
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This procedure is particularly useful- where problem com-

plexity leads to expensive matrix construction. Employing

this technique the point-iterative algorithm is readily ex-

tended to include isoparametric el-ements; in which case,

possibly several megabytes of disk space are required. This

does not present major difficulties as most installations
provide access to disk work-space at reasonable costs.

4.5

The

and

THE EIGENPROBLEM

relevant ei-genproblem equations corresponding to (4.3)

(4 "4) are

-v, F. (vìI) +k2Û =

and

-+^++
(Vxü)-k't|l= f

(4.4e)

( 4 . s0 )

Iead to the linear sys-

vxP"

both of which, upon

tem

(s-Ànr)g = Þ

where

and

discretization,

T = f ootu.,
J --
o

(4"sr)

(4.52)

=kz ( 4 " s3 )



Applying the point-i

eigenproblem is relatively s

ifications are required:

L Given the current f
Iowest eigenvalue by

tient t12l "
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terative algorithm to the

traightforward. OnIy three mod-

ield estimate, approximate the

application of the Rayleigh Quo-

(4"s4)dqs
rlrTr,J,

2. As with the deterministic problem, iterate (4"51)

noting that the matrix T is assembled in parallel

with S.

3. Normalize the cal-culated field and repeat the above

steps until convergence is achieved.

If higher order eigenvectors are desired, any of several ma-

trix iterative approaches can be incorporated into the al-
gorithm LL5,24,251 "



Chapter V

SOLVED PROBLEF{S

rn order to demonstrate the point-iterative argorithm, a

number of examples, both scalar and vector, are provided in
the forrowing sections " As arI probrems discussed are

three-dimensionar, a great amount of output is generated by

the computer programs. The presentation has been standard-

ized into contour plots across two-dimensionar slices of the

reg ion.

The programs were written in FORTRAN IV and run on an

AMDAHL 470/v7 computer at the university of Manitoba. with

regard to the displays:

I " equipotential surfaces are represented without con-

tour lines;

the number of contour lines pl_otted is displayed in
the lower l-ef t-hand corner of the plots; and

a grid is drawn to indicate the finite element struc-
ture "

2.

3"

6l_
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5"1 ANALYTIC TESTS

A set of anaLytic tests were devised in order to verify
and evaluate the point-iterative algorithm. rn magnetostat-

ics one is interested in determining the magnetic field
->->strength (H) and f lux density (B) . From Maxwel-L's equations

-+
B

-+
= VxA (s.1)

-+of,
(5 "2)

and

++
VxH=J

where
=v = magnetic reluctivity of the media;

Å = magnetic vector potential; and
->J = impressed current density.

In addition, it is required that

-+V'A = Q

and

v"j-o

be satisfied. Assuming orthotropic reluctivity, (4

be used to compute the magnetic vector potential for
region and current distribution. Thus to sol-ve

(s"3)

(5.4)

(s.s)

) can

given
"4

a

=+-+Vxv'(VxA) = J
(s"6)
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the appropriate

l->F = l(VxA)
J
o

functionaf becomes

=-+l-¡"(vxÃ)dv-21i.ãa"
J
o

(s"7)
I

+ y I tv " Ì¡, a*,
J
n

the last term being added to ensure that condition (5.4)

met. The factor y is probrem dependent and is chosen

minimize solution time"

Tabl-e 5"r outlines four test cases which r\rere run with

both l-inear and quadratic vector erements. rn arl four cas-

es the vector potentia] which satisfies (5.6) is

is

to

-+^A = sin(y)i + sin(z)i * sin(x)k

Through straightforward algebra both

have zero divergence.

-+
A and

-+
J

(s.B)

are seen to

The test region was chosen to be a cube rocated at the

origin with edges of length T1 /2" such a choice maintains

the physicar validity of the problem. For each test the

cal-cul-ated and exact sorutions compared favorabry. As more

nodes were introduced into the region, moderring error de-

creased at the expense of increased computation time.
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TABLE 5 "I
Analytic test cases

Houogeneoue Isotroplc
Ir o ol

:llv -10101
Io o'l

= sin(y)i + sin(z)i + sin(x)k

CASE 2 Inhomogeneous IsoÈroplc

: l*r'o ol
¡ = lo xyz o I

Lt o *r" j

+

+

[xyz sin(y) - xz cos(y)

[xyz sin(z) - xy cos(z)

[xyz sin(x) - yz cos(x)

xy cos(x)li

yz cos(y)lj

xz cos(z)lÎ

CASE flonogeneous OrÈhotropic

= Fo "lv 
Li ; :l
[3sin(y) - sin(z)]î

[10sin(z) - sin(x)]J

Issin(x) - sin(y)]i

CASE 4

v-

[l'
l-z

*;l
u.l'l

*yr*9_l

cos (y)

Inhomogeneous OrÈhotropf c
+5 xy

xyz+7

yz

-xz

-xy

+
J= cos (x)

cos (y)

cos (zJ

+

xy

+

yz

+

xz

xyz sin(y) +

cos (x) - xy

xyz sin(z) +

cos (y) - yz

xyz sin(x) +

cos(z) - xz

y cos(y)
sin (z) I I

z cos(z)
sin (x) I î
x cos (x)

sin (y) I I

9sin (y)

5sin(z)

Tsin (x)[-y

cos (z)

cos (x)Yz
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The Lorent,z qqqqitioq

With regard t.o the divergence f actor .t f igure 5.1 shows

that an suitabre value exists" Three observations are not-
ed:

I' Although choice of the divergence factor is problem

dependenÈ, it was on the order of 1"0 for the indi-
cated tests. To ensure the Lorentz condition for all-
problems, t.he value of y should be increased as the

iterations proceed t43l "

2" rt is bett.er to overestimate rather than underesti-
mate .¡ 

"

3. Problems with a greater number of unknowns tend t,o

have optimum divergence factors which are less than

those of problems with fewer unknolvns"

Both curves vrere generated f or CASE 2 of tabl-e 5. r using

linear element.s "

o
@

I
c

(+) 375 Unknowns (b) 102I Unknoì"ns

¡Å,

HË

Ð
fÈ'
c,

oþ

.00 q.oo
D ¡ VERGENCE

Figure 5.1 : Optimum divergence factor
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Automatic lulesh Ref inement

FinalIy, several tests v/ere performed to evaluate the

benefits of automated mesh refinement. Figure 5"2 il-lus-

trates how computer time is saved as the node density in-
creases" The graph was obtained from test CASE I using lin-

ear elements. rI'IESH SIZE| is def ined as the number of nodes

per cube edge while rt SAVINGS' indicates the percentage of

CPU time saved using mesh halving " Important observations

include:

I. Although there is some overhead associated with auto-

matic mesh refinement as indicated by a negative

3 SAVINGS -- the computer time utilized by such small

problems is generally not significant.

2" For larger problems, savings due to mesh refinement

are significant but seem to saturate at IeveIs ap-

proaching fifty percent. Better results might be ex-

pected when using quadratic elements as that interpo-

lation scheme is inherently more accurate than that

used here "

Figure 5.22 ¡lesfr hal-ving improvements
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5.2 GEOLOGICAL FIELD CALCULATIONS

several- standard processes of geophysical expJ-oration re-
quire the determination of the scalar electric potentiar
throughout a target region. popurar methods, incruding
misé-a-l-a-massé and the schrumberger spread Ir6], generate

the required potential-s by injecting current into the region

of interest. underground structures, such as ore bodies or
petroreum deposits, wirl cause fierd contours to be per-

turbed from those of the homogenous case. rn practice, one

can identify contour plot signatures which characteríze par-
ticular subsurface phenomena.

rn f igure 5.4 one can see slight f iel-d distortions
when compared to the homogeneous fierd of figure 5.3 re-
surting from a simutated ore body. rn this case current was

injected into the surf ace (layer 9) and the ore body \ì/as mo-

delled as an L-shaped region buried between layers 7 and 3.

The conductivity of the ore \das set to five times that of

the surrounding region

An alternate excitation scheme is disptayed in figures
5.5 and 5.6" Here the injection sites were r-ocated on ray-

ers 9 and 1. As the current is more evenly distributed
throughout the region, greater contour distortions are ob-

served "
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[-efER - a Itlm - 0

Figure 5.3: Surface excitation - homogeneous region
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LAE-? LfrEN . E LfiIÎ - I

Figure 5"4: Surface excitation - ore body
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@
LÂrER - 5

@
Figure 5.5: Buried excitation - homogeneous region
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LÂITB - 6

L¡TE . ?

Figure 5.6: Buried excitation - ore body
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s"3 INDUCTION HEATER

A simpre induction heater can be constructed by placing a

conducting metal prate over a frat coil of wire. i^Ihen the

coil is excited by a time varying source, eddy currents are

induced within the plate in accordance with Faraday's l_aw.

rt is these circulating currents which, through ohmic resis-
tance 1oss, cause the induction heater to work.

The magnetic vector potentiar Å can be carcul,ated from

=->->Vxv"(VxA) = J (s"e)

inite element scheme. A number

be examined by considering the

using the three-dimensional f
of system configurations may

region of f igure 5.7.

-------.......@
V/\

Figure 5.7 z

'ï

Induction heater
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An imaginary box -- eight units of length per side is
located t.wo units above a s ingle

four-thirds. Square metal plates (

be positioned within the region for
metryr âñ "image" of the box-plate

exist below the loop" There are two

current loop of radius

four by four units) may

study" To preserve sym-

assembly is assumed to

areas of primary inter-

( s .10 )

est:

l-. loss versus plate thickness; and

- 2. Ioss versus plate height.

Each test was carried out with relative media permeabilities

of Lt 10, l-00, and 1000. In aII cases a constant Dirichlet
boundary is maintained over the box to simulate the effect
of the current loop.

The loss within the media is normally calculated by inte-
grating the square of the impressed current density though-

out the plate voLume. This is effectively I2R loss. Howev-

e-tt as the magnetic excitation is fixed for ar1 test runs a

simpler approach is available. The relative loss can be de-

fined as

Relative loss Â t,=t
P

I

Iate
dv

and is

Cons tant

tes ts .

The d

mesh of

useful for comparing different plate geometries.

media conductivity must be maintained between all

iscretized potential is represented by a uniform

nodes (on a 9x9x9 grid) each possessing three de-
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grees of freedom" Homogeneous, isotropic media is assumed

within individual quasi-linear elements.

The Dirichlet. boundaries are carcurated numericalJ_y from

v(x, y,z) : ¡2r cos (o)
J o (22+pz+a2 2apcos (o)F 

d0 ( 5 "11 )

where

P - (xz+yz¡\ (s"12)

and

a = current ì_oop radius. (s.13 )

The magnetic vector potential is then given by

:l uou.r v a f ^ o_l
^=-Zn- p L-Ya+xlJ" (s.14)

A constant current r is assumed to frow around an infinitery
thin ring positioned about the orgin on the x-y plane. This
approximation is val_id provided:

I. the materiar within the box does not distort the

field near the regionrs boundary;

2. the actual excitation frequency is rerativery l-ow;

and

3. secondary Losses (such as those due to hysteresis)
can be ignored"

No advantage wourd have been gained by placing the current
loop within the region of solution.
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once a f iel-d has been generated, the rerative l_oss is
calculated using Gauss quadrature. Arl reported loss curves

have been normalized through murtiplication by a constant.
one may expect the relative l-oss cal-curation to be more ac-
curate than the vector potential calculation as sma1l field
aberrations are effectivery filtered out by the integration
proces s .

Figure 5"8 prots rerative l-oss versus prate thickness for
several different permeabilities. Each plate is four units
square and begins on layer two. with ur equar to one (e.g.
aluminum) the curve saturates quickly and IitLIe additional-

heating would be achieved by encorporating prates more than

one unit thick. At higher permeabilities (e.g. iron) the
curve saturates more slowly but achieves a greater loss.
Note that very permeable materials wil-r not produce a sig-
nif ically greater ross than those with a Ì-r, of one-thousand.

THICKNESS

Plate thickness study

oo

añ-
<nå
t) ..
J.
IrJ

.o
Ë:.
l¡J
É

Figure 5.8:
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Figure 5.9 plots rel,ative l-oss versus plate position for
several different permeabilities. The plate is always one

unit thick and the coil is located at layer rt-f rr. The posi-

tion indicates the node layer at the platers base. Materi-

als with high relative permeabilities give rise to greater

Iosses, but differences between media are even less notica-
ble than in the thickness tests" One must be careful in at-
tempting to extrapolate the loss for plates near the source

as errors are introduced if the field on the boundaries is
distorted. Yet it is clear (even if only qualitatively)
that the heating effect rises very quickly as the pJ-ate ap-

proaches the current loop.

c)o

8e
Pr' loo 6

u.l

Ð
Jcl

UJ

.o
q.
.rO

UJ
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!t

o
ôl
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cto

t'. oo 5. 00 6. 00 ?.00 8. 0000 2.00

Figure 5 .9 :

r¡.00
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PIate position study
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The method presented here allows for the approximate so-

lution of eddy current losses within an induction heater.

Both the field solutions and l-oss curves are believed to be

quite rel-iabIe. Although the free-space Dirichlet bounda-

ries do introduce error, they are curtainly better than ap-

proximating infinity by an arbitrary value (say A(s)=0) "

Perhaps a true "picture-frame" approach IIB,20], or applica-

tion of the boundary e1ement method [I9r30] , would be more

suitable for calculating the required fields.

A number of points can be drawn from the aquired loss

curves:

I. with plate thickness, (as more materi-

to intercept the magnetic field);

with relative permeablity, (iron wiIl

field to a greater extent than alumi-

greatly as the plates become closer to

Thus one may conclude that the most efficient induction

heater utilizes iron-aIIoy heating el-ements positioned as

close to the excitation coil as possible. From these tests,

it is difficul-t to judge whether an optimum thickness exists

for a given medium. Perhaps differentiating the loss curves

assuming plate cost increases with thickness -- would

provide more inf,ormation along this Iine.

2.

3.

Ioss increases

aI is available

l-os s increases

concentrate the

nium) ; and

loss increases

the source.
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5"4 },IAGNETIC RECORDING HEAD

The three-dimensional magnetic recording head of figure

5.I0 is analyzed here. As with the induction heater, aIl

Dirichlet boundaries are assumed to be those resulting only

from the current source in free space. Although this exam-

ple deals only with magnets constructed of homogeneous ma-

terial, the vector formulation aIlows inhomogeneous, nonli-

near material to be handled. Many other numerical methods,

such as those based on surface integral formulations [34],

are inherently Iimited to simplistic device models.

Pr=l

o

I
7
nØÞ01
n l¡J

4<J
3
2
I

þr =IOOO

Figure 5.10: ÞlagneLic recording head
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A long rectangular copper bar carrying a current density
-+

lJ,l wiIl produce the magnetic vect.or pot.ential

A"(x,y) !þ {oo- IItn i(x-x'r';(v-v'jr ax'ðv'} 1s.t-s)

with the integration being carried out over the bar¡s cross

sectional area. The constant Ro defines a reference poten-

tial (similar to 'groundr) and is needed as the two-dimen-

sional Greenrs function does not approach zero at infinity.

The bottom of the magnet lies at layer I where a homogeneous

Neumann boundary condition exists. The top of the magnet is
at layer 4. Two cases were run: the head in free space, and

the head near a highly permeable disk.

Figure 5. l1 shows contour plots of each component of Å at

layers 2 and 6 for the first case. In figure 5.12, lÀl is
plotted on aII layers. '
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Figure 5.II: Ivlagnetic vector
space

x conponent

y cornponent

z component

potential components free



The second case is presented in figures 5.I
Here the Dirichlet condition on the front of

(y=0) has been replaced by a Neumann boundary,

tively simulates a perfect magnetic conductor

wall "

BI

3 and 5.14"

the region

This effec-

along that
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Figure 5 "L2l l'lagnitude
space

of magnetic vector Potential free
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Figure 5 . I3: vector Potential

x component

y component

z component

components nearl,lag net ic
disk
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Figure 5.14: Magnitude
disk

of magnetic vecLor Potential near
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5"5 I{ICROVTAVE CAVITY

In addition to solving deterministic boundary value prob-

lems, the point-iterative algorithm can also be used to

solve eigenproblems. Consider figure 5.15 which describes

the geometry of a microwave resonator [36r37].

r.oo

ÍLr=2'45
| 

--_-*, 

9'
X

Figure 5.15: I.îicrowave cavity

The òavity's sides are made of perfectly conducting ma-

terial thus requiring a zero eLectric fiel-d as the Dirichlet

boundary condition" The smaLl cube has a relative permea-

bility of 2.45 while its surrounding media has a relative

permeability of 1.00. Free space permittivity is assumed

thoughout. The cavity is two centimeters per side while the
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inner cube is half of that. The resonator was modelled by

linear erements over a grid of 9x9x9 nodes. From Maxwellts

equations, the electric field strength is given by

(s. 16 )

The Iowest resonant frequency for a homogeneous cavity

was found to be I3"1 GHz. This may be compaired to the ex-

act value of r3"0 GHz. Running the program with the small-

cube in place generated a resonant frequency of 12.6 GHz.

As shown in figure 5.16 the x, yt and z components of the

el-ectric fierd differ in shape. As indicated by the contour

lines, the fiefd is "attracted" to the resonatorIs core thus

effectively increasing the cavity's volume. As expected,

the dominant resonate frequency is l-owered with the core in
pIace. Figure 5.1-7 illustrates the magnitude of the elec-

tric field at each node layer as a sl-ice through the x-y
plane

X

rrgure

y7.

Electric field components5 .1-6 :
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LFTEF - 7

Lßftn - I

LFTSñ - 6

LÊÍER - 5

Figure 5.17: Magnitude of electric field



Chapter VI

CONCLUSION

:

This thesis has presented a novel- method of sorving vec-

tor field probrems through use of a point-iterative, finite
erement algorithm. A functional for the curl-curr equation

was. derived to cater for: volume distributed current sourc-

esr surface distributed current sources, interior sheet cur-
rents, fixed veclor potentiars, and the Lorentz condition.
severar modifications were suggested among them an auto-
matic mesh refinement scheme to improve the argorithm's
performance. A number of test programs were run to check

the validity of the method.

The curr-curr operator is shown to be serf-adjoint for
orthotropic media. under the assumption of homogeneous

boundary conditions, one can see that the operator is posi-
tive-definite only when the mixed boundary is present. rn
contrastr the Laplacian operator is positive-definite under

the homogeneous Dirichret and mixed conditions. vühen only a

few Dirichret points are present, the associated system ma-

trix is ilt-conditioned and the probrem may or may not con-

verge. rn practice, the rate of convergence increases as

the density of Dirichlet points increase. However, experi-
ence has indicated that the Laplacian operator, solved under

B8
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Neumann boundaries, actuarry converges quite rapidry in the

sense that the field's displacement norm tends to vanish as

Lhe iterations proceed. on the other hand, numericar exper-

iments with the curr-cur1 equation shows that the Neumann

probrem is exceedingry unstabl-e. Even if one attempts to
sorve a probrem composed of a mixture of Dirichret and Neu-

mann boundaries, convergence is either poor or nonexistent.

As with the Laplacian operator, stability increases as more

Dirichlet points are added to the field.
r ncl-us ion of the Lorentz term in the f unct ionar s ignif i-

cantry improves the rate of convergence. Atthough not prov-

errr it is suspected that adjusting the divergence factor al--

lows one to minimize the spectrar radius of the associated

iteration matrix. This process is similar to employing an

acceleration factor in successive overrel-axation. Near Èfre

functional's stationary point, the divergence of À wiII be

approximately zero. Vühen this happens, the total system ma-

trix máy be positive-definite under Dirichlet boundaries.

The boundary and interface conditions, for flux density
and field strength, were shown to be satisfied by the finite
erement method. Fl-ux continuity is a direct resurt of the

continuity of vector potential (which is enforced). Conti-
nuity of the tangential component of fierd strength occurs

naturally" The natural Neumann boundary condition, which

simul-ates a perf ect magnetic conductor, fol-l-ows directry.
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Given the energy functionar, discretization of the fierd
by the Rayreigh-Ritz method generates a sparse system of

linear equations. Rather than accumulating the entire sys-

tem matrix, entries are generated node by node and are imme-

diately applied to a successive overrelaxation based soru-

tion routine"

As the system matrix is not explicitry stored in core,

the totar memory required by the algorithm wirl- be ress than

in many direct methods. This is especiarry significant on

mini-computers where often onry smaLr amounts of main store
are available.

Based on the author's experience, large sparse systems

tend to use ress computer time when sorved iterativery rath-
er than directly. convergence can be enhanced by techniques

such as mesh harving and interpolation. This is more con-

venient in regions with regular geometry"

As every system matrix entry must be generated during

each iteration, the total cost of matrix construction is
greater than the cost of computing the matrix once and sav-

ing it. This is especially true for complicated element

structures such as those involving inhomogeneous, anisotrop-
ic media or isoparametric deformations. The previously dis-
cussed disk storage technique, where ar1 matrix entries are

preprocessed and stored, overcomes this problem. of course,

this wourd not be a point-iterative method and the advantag-

es of reduced store (though not necessarily of high speed
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memory) would be lost. Extension to eigen, nonlinear and

time varying probrems is feasibre as these are inherentry

iterative processes.

The point-iterative algorithm requires minimal program-

ming effort and maintains a1t advantages inherent in reraxa-

tion methods. when solving vector probrems with irregular
geometry, isoparametric erements are definitely required.

rn this case, the point-iterative argorithm wourd undoubted-

ly be too costly for most practical applications. For re-
gions described by a regular mesh and relatively simple ele-
ments, this method provides a viabre arternative to other

numerical schemes"



Appendix A

FUNCTIONAL EXPANSION FOR EULER EQUATIONS

Within the proof of "NATURAL BOUNDARY AND INTERFACE

CONDITIONSTT ( section 3 .5 ) , it is required to f ind

âFl

-la"l (4.1)
lcr = 0

for a vector potential of the form

-+ -à -+
A = A9*c,r¡ (A.2)

da

(A.3 )

(A"4)

-+tY, n 15where À,^ is a function which causes F to be stationao

an arbitrary vector function, and o is a real_ number

The functional is given by

f + = -' l-+ + I *F = I (VxA) .v. (VxA)dv-2 | A. Jdv-2 | A"JJ]f¿ A ss

f * -> f * = -> I ->^
-Z I A" Kda* | A" o. Ada*y I CV "A)'dv-J I r

0=i so

and, for convenience, define

->->îr = Vxn

-+
h

(A.s)
+rìz = V"ú

+-+Bs = VxAe (A.6 )

-92
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Note that as ñ i" arbitraryr so ur. ñ1 and rì2. Substituting
(A.2), and (4.4) through (4"6), into (4.3) gives

(4.7 )

f*-)=-,'-àF = | (Bo * o tr) " v . (Bo * a r¡1) dv
t
0

f * + l* ->
-2lAo"Jdv-2aln"JdvJJoo

- , I Ào . t d" - 2 a J ñ - t u"
so sg

l*-+f*-+
-2) Ào'Kda-r") n'Kda

"i =i

l*-+=-+-)
I (Ao + o n) " o " (Ao + cr ¡) da
)
SO

f->+.|(v"Ão+o¡2)2dv
o
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which upon furt.her expansion (while assuming v and õ are or-
thotropic ) leads to

F = 
J 
f, " ; " Ë'a.,*r" 

J 
i, " ; . i', dv

ofì

^ l-> ->+ 0,' I nr t1 dv
J
o

l* -+ f* -+

-2lAo"Jdv-2o ln"JdvJJofl

[* -+ f* -]
-2lAo'hda-2aln.hda)J

sg sg

l-+-+l-+-+
-2 I Ao'Kda-2a I n'KdaJI

S. S.
t- l-

f*=->f*=-++l Ao"o" Asda+2a I Ao"o"n daJJ
sg so

0

f * -l+ 2 o I CV " Áo)n, dv * q,2 I (nr)t auJ]nn
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Equating (A " l-r ) to zero, and af ter some rearrangement ¡ rdê

obt a in

l.--+.=-+-)+f*=-*-+j (Vx¡¡ o v o (VxAo) -n' j dv+ I n . (õ . Áo -É¡a,Jln ss (A.12)

(*-)l*-+
I n " K dat I tV " n) (V . Ae)dv = 0JI
s, f¿

l_



a^oendix B¿ ¡-v-ts

FLUX CONTTNUTTY

A simple explanation as to the continuity of (the normal

component of) flux density across an interface is as foflows:

If the magnetic vector potential is continuous along an

interface, its tangential component must also be continuous

there. Let the interface fie on the x-y plane. There-

fore, the normal direction is z- Since Ë=vtÅ, then

B = !Ày - !å* (B.r)
= ð*- ðy

Since A and A are continuous over the interface, for a1l
xy

x and v, B must be continuous across the interface'
z
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